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This session:

• Reading and interpreting Seafish statistics
• Economic data for fisheries management
• Data collection – how we do it
• Outputs – evidence bases – what they mean
• Bespoke analyses, Economic Impact Assessments

• Economics of sustainable fishing
• How do you understand sustainability?
• Reference points
• Economics and political choice
• Trade-offs



Reading and interpreting 
the Seafish statistics



Economic Data collection

4Animated film, followed by questions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Film + questions: 5 minutes



• Current data collection practices
• DCF – EU Data Collection Framework
• MMO / Marine Scotland / IFISH database 
• Seafish data collection

• Review and discuss Seafish survey form for economic data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time for this slide: 5 minutesSeafish collects vessel annual accounts from vessel owners for the UKThere is EU legislation that MS should collect & submit data relating to the seafood industry – The Data Collection FrameworkThe DCF is likely to be replaced by a similar UK administered data framework after ExitIt includes biological data, economic data, fish catching, fish processing and aquacultureIn the UK, the MMO keeps the national database IFISHData from log books, validated by sales notesData from sales notes for vessels <10mEvery vessel, every day, every trip, every salesAt Seafish, we combine interview data with owners & skippers, data from the vessel annual accounts (about 500 – 600 sets of accounts) with IFISH data to produce annual estimates of earnings, costs and profits for every single UK vesselWe do not give the vessel level data we collect and estimate to the government or anyone else.Any questions?Review the survey forms with the class – 1 copy each – econ and labour surveys



Seafish time series in Excel – let’s take a look
• https://seafish.org/media/Publications/March_2018_Seafish_Fleet_Economic_Performance_Dataset_2008-18.xlsx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time for this slide: 7 minutesWe also produce a data set of averages and totals that we make available onlinePage for every segment of the fleetPull up Excel spreadsheet – review and explain.  Hand out review – A3 size page of the totals and averages of the boats owned and operated by those in the classA3 handout of 10-12m pots and traps vesselsShow page of Fleet Enquiry Took that enables any grouping of vessels and can show maps, areas of catch etc

https://seafish.org/media/Publications/March_2018_Seafish_Fleet_Economic_Performance_Dataset_2008-18.xlsx


• STECF Annual Economic Report
Data dissemination tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time for this slide: 2 minutesOne of the places our data, or in fact your data, ends up is in the Annual Economic Report of EU Fishing Fleets, produced by STECF.  This will stop after Exit and UK figures will no longer be included.STECF – one members of plenary committee from Seafish EconomicsThis data and report informs political discussions.  Can they see the effects of their rules on the size and performance of fishing fleets in the EU?Who uses it?  NGOs, civil servants, lawyers, academics, politicians. 

https://stecf.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/economic
https://stecf.jrc.ec.europa.eu/web/stecf/dd/fleet/graphs


• Seafish single year reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time for this slide: 8 minutesAt Seafish, in addition to contributing to the production of EU outputs, we produce several outputs for the UK fleet.Review hard copies of glossy reports with the class.Any questions as we look through?

https://seafish.org/media/Economics_of_the_UK_Fishing_Fleet_2018.pdf
https://issuu.com/seafishuk/docs/150446_quay_issues_dec_2018_pages


• Bespoke analyses
• Economic impact assessments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time for this slide: 1 minuteAt Seafish we produce one-off outputs, to address specific policy questionsI have to consider what staff resources we have available and the importance of the questions being asked – what value of catch is involved, or how many people are involved in the effects of the proposed policy?The landing obligation would be a major oneWe also produce benchmark reports for individual vessel owners who submit their accounts.  Even people who don’t submit accounts can benchmark their own performance against the segment totals and averages.



• How we give advice
• STECF
• Government working groups, projects, meetings
• Enquiries, presentations, conferences
• Industry meetings, workshops, discussions
• Ad-hoc enquiry service

• Informing decisions
• Evidence
• Expert advice on “how to achieve…”
• Expert advice on “what would happen if...”
• Not advising what “should” be done

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time for this slide: 3 minutesAs well as publications we deliver advice, based on evidence and theory, in person.We don’t advise anyone what they “should” do.We advise:Ways to achieve desired aimsLikely impacts of proposed management measuresValue of industry sectors, such as commercial fishing and recreational angling – show UKFEN best practice reportBut knowing the value of sectors in recent years doesn’t tell you what policy you should choose for the future!What factors decision-makers should consider that may change the effects or impacts of new rules or policies



Economics of sustainable 
fishing



How do  you understand 
sustainability?

sustainability
noun

1.the use of natural products and energy 
in a way that does not harm the 
environment 
2.the ability to continue or be continued 
for a long time. 

Oxford dictionarySocial
(people)

Economic
(business/

profit)

Environment
(Planet/Fish 

stocks)

Sustainable 
business

Spheres of sustainability: 

Governance
In fishing sector governance 
is an important component 
to ensure sustainability and 
create link between 
resource status, science 
and business. 



Reference points
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Simple trade-offs

Employment vs Profit
Revenues vs Resource sustainability
Today vs Tomorrow;
Open access vs Quota allocation



Are we all the same?
Sample, 

Age profiles
Sample, 

number of vessels
Sample, 

number of employees by 
nationality

Source: UK social pilot  survey



Society’s 
desired 
benefits

Management 
measures

Fishing 
businesses

Business 
decisions

Strategic / investment
Build a boat?
Buy a boat?

How big?
For what type of fishing?

Buy or lease fishing rights?

Tactical decisions
Where to fish / land
When to fish / land
What gear to use

Compliance with rules
Crew training

Outcomes
Jobs, profits (losses), revenues, food, fish stocks, social justice, communities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time for this slide: 3 minutesHere’s a diagram that shows the order of events and impacts just to help you think through the bigger picture, industry-wide, from a society view point and how the decisions of individual business owners depend on the rules imposed and create the outcomes for society.Then click through diagram one box at a time.



• Strategic / investment decisions
• Tactical decisions

Game about incentives

Incentives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time for Game: 15 minutes.  Alexa and Hazel to lead.So, thinking about incentives to make certain strategic or tactical business decisions (investment or operational decisions), here’s a little exercise for you.Rules for each round:  see separate sheet



• Economic data for fisheries management
• Data collection – how we do it
• Outputs – evidence bases – what they mean
• Bespoke analyses, Economic Impact 

Assessments
• Economic advice in fisheries management
• Economic and sustainability principles in 

fisheries management
• Reference points and trade offs
• Incentives

Recap of today’s session:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time for this slide: 1 minuteSo, I hope you enjoyed this session and learned something useful.  I’ve certainly learned a lot from you already on this course.Any final questions?



Thank you

For further details contact: 

Arina Motova
Chief Economist

Phone: 0131 524 8662
Email: arina.motova@seafish.co.uk

seafish.org.uk

mailto:arina.motova@seafish.co.uk
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